Introduction
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interferometry is a remote sensing technique used to measure displacements of stable, radar reflective portions of the Earth's surface over periods ranging from days to weeks [Gabriel et al., 1989] . The potential for monitoring ice sheet motion with this technique was described by Goldstein et al. [1993] , who noted that a major contribution to displacements of floating ice sheets was the vertical motion forced by the ocean tides in the cavity under the ice. Hartl et al. [1994] DSIs that are likely to be available in the foreseeable future. However, we will show that DSI displacement data help us to identify weaknesses in current numerical ocean tidal models.
Differential interferometry on the FRIS provides the additional benefit of giving tidal information that is complementary to satellite altimetry. For example, the southern Weddell Sea is south of the turning latitude for ubiquitous sea ice interferes with the use of altimetry data for obtaining ocean tidal displacements from the ERS satellite missions. The few point measurements in this region are sparsely located because of the logistic difficulty of deploying and recovering instrument moorings, yet we know from numerical models that tidal height and velocity fields here can have small spatial scales and that the spatial variability of tides can the TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) satellite mission, while the play an important role in larger-scale ocean variability [ 
Relationship Between Tides and SAR Data
In Appendix A we describe how tidal displacement of the sea surface at the four times of SAR image acquisition determines the DSI-derived At/. Disregarding the influence of error in the DSI data and nontidal ocean processes, the tides uniquely determine the observed At/.
The converse of this statement, that At/uniquely determines the tides, is not true because as described further in Appendix B, the observed At/does not uniquely determine the amplitude and phase of the superim- As shown in Appendix A, the primary contribution to the DSI-derived A•i comes from tidal constituents M• and O•, with K•, K2, Q1, 2N2, and N2 contributing to a lesser extent. In principle, the amplitude and phase of the "observable" major tidal constituents (i.e., all except S2) can be determined directly from DSI data, using the inversion technique described in Appendix B.
The practicality of such an inversion remains suspect, however, because of its requirement for large numbers of independent DSI fields (see Appendix B) to capture Beyond model validation the use of DSI may allow us to investigate whether the observed A•/reveals some aspect of sea surface motion that is independent of the tides, for example, a seiche or surge driven by meteorological conditions. Finally, we wish to determine whether the observed At/ reveals aspects of the tide that are difficult to observe and simulate with precision in tidal models. An example of this would be TVWs associated with the diurnal tide whose properties depend on the intricacies of the poorly known topography in the sub-ice shelf cavity and near the ice front. The CATS99.4 model includes three large "ice islands" north of Berkner Island (see Figure 1) Table 2 ) is taken into account. We also found that for the Filchner DSI the predictive skill of the CATS series of models improved significantly when the ice islands on Berkner Bank were nificant, energy may be present in long-period tides as well. These tides will need to be explicitly modeled before concluding that nontidal sources of ocean height variability must be responsible for the mismatch between the modeled and measured DSIs.
Nontidal Ocean Height Variability
Ocean height can vary because of nontidal processes such as storm surges, ocean eddies, and the IBE. Here we discuss just the potential influence of the IBE since it is easy to estimate from available data and will be shown to be of sufficient magnitude to explain much of the existing mismatch between models and measured At].
The IBE involves the ocean's isostatic response to changes in atmospheric pressure (Patm) [Gill, 1982, Similarly, the contributions of the K1 and K• tides are also small (see Table 1 In the present study the C matrix constructed by the above means is not invertible because M -I and several constituents contribute significant energy to the total DSI signal. Recall from section 4.2 that while the two tidal models that we considered only explicitly modeled 8 constituents, the additional 18 constituents obtained by admittance were required to obtain a satisfactory match between the tidal models and DSI fields. Thus the approximate number of necessary DSIs for a successful data inversion is 2K -52, even assuming that A•] is purely tidal. In practice, as we showed in section 4, nontidal ocean variability such as the IBE can also contribute significant energy to the time series of •1, further increasing the number of DSIs needed to
